
Barakat 
Opticals
We helped the brand to build its online
presence as an e-commerce store offering
multiple features

Case Study



As the industry transformed, 
Tech Strategy helped Barakat Opticals to
transform their static website into a
functional website to implement a real-
time prescription-based module for easy
purchase by the people.
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About Client
Barakat Opticals was a traditional outlet in
KSA & UAE and catered to the majority of
customers in that region. The brand was
established in the market and looked
forward to dominating the online world
with an e-commerce store where
customers can shop directly from this
unique online setup hassle-free.



Expectations of client

Unique Look and Feel
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Prescription Module Virtual Try

The client requested that
the website look appealing

and the design is unique
and offer an immersive

experience for engagement.
 

 Since the user will have to
go through different

options for the selection
process, it should be
smooth and seamless

without any confusion. 
 

Despite being feature-rich
and loaded with multiple

selection options, the
website should be fast and

efficient. 



Business
Challenges
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Not according to the current online trends

No real-time prescription-based module for
users

Developing the whole website for a new
look and function from scratch

Unorganized catalogue presence on the
website
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Our secret recipe

This was an artistic project,
and the requirements were

very demanding. The primary
requirement was to impact
the users and allow them to
choose their desired lenses

online hassle-free. The
technology that supported
these projects had to be

powerful, flexible, and
scalable and needed to be
tested from time to time.

 

We researched the habits
and what people look for
while selecting a lens or

sunglasses for
themselves. Based on

these inputs, we use PHP
with CI framework and

BootStrap4 & JQuery on
the frontend to build the
website for an immersive
experience to the users.

 

We added virtual try and
selection according to the

prescription module to
deliver the website to

ensure that users
experience a hassle-free

buy. We used the
technology to make the

function smooth.
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Outcome
Results

Select appropriate glasses got your
vision correction, style, and appearance
Using Japanese technology to choose a
precision lens
Choose suitable lenses according to the
prescription module
Get access to designer eye wears
Choose from essential tailored eyewear
collections
Customizing invoicing system
Virtual try
Multi-store locator in Google Map

Monthly Views

899k
Unique Visitors

265k

Subscribers

1250
Mailing List

400k



Sounds good?
Let's collaborate!
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Client
Testimonials
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https://barakatoptical.com.sa/

Live Website

X Strategy has been magnificent. I could not
have accomplished my task without them.
Very professional & diligent. Would highly
recommend it to anyone looking for a top-
class development team.



Thank You!
We would love to hear more from you

Email
sales@techstrategy.app

Telephone
+1 484-316-0902

Website
www.techstrategy.app


